ENTRANCE EXAM PROGRAM: RUSSIAN LANGUAGE

**Overview of the Russian Language**

**Phonetics. Graphics. Orthoepy**

**Lexis. Phraseology**

**Morphemics. Word Formation**

**Morphology**
Orthography

Syntax

Punctuation
Culture of Speech

Culture of Speech, its Subject and Objectives. Basic Concept of the Culture of Speech at the Level of Correct Speech: Literary Language Norms. Orthoepic, Lexical, Grammatical, Spelling Norms. Norm Variance. Information about the Language Norm in Different Types of Linguistic Dictionaries. Reference Literature on the Culture of Russian Speech.

The Text

The Text as a Result of Speech. Main Features of the Text. Types of Texts according to Functional and Semantic Features and Styles of Speech. Methods and Means of Communication of Proposals in the Text.

Artistic Means of Language

Epithet, Metaphor, Comparison, Metonymy, Synecdoche, Personification, Parcellation, Hyperbole, Litotes, Rhetorical Exclamation, Allocution, Question.